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Our block is already home to 10-15 Emus (Fig. 6) and about 40 Kangaroos who visit every day.
The area is also home to Black and Yellow Crested Cockatoos and numerous other bird species.
Echidnas can be found in the native bushland (Fig. 5), and in the water channel that runs
through the block, marking the transition between bush and grass land, we find crayfish and
fist-sized mussels. A large variety of frogs and insects live in this channel and the dam too. The
lower part of the block floods in winter after the first heavy rains and becomes a flood plain for
a few months – home to reeds and River Red Gums which favor this type of conditions.

(Fig. 6 Resident Emu family)
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The Problem
More than 100 Victorian animals, amongst them invertebrates, insects, birds and fish as well as
numerous plant species are on the brink of extinction.
Last summer’s bushfires tore through 18.6 million of hectares of forests, incinerating an
estimated 3 billion animals in its wake and exposing numerous ones to the imminent threat of
extinction.
Native and old growth forests are still being illegally logged by our state-owned VicForest to be
transformed into pulp for paper as our world is heating further every year, leading to more
pressure on remaining habitats, while our politicians have stuck their heads into the hot sand
for decades or openly agitated to destroy our common natural environment for the benefit a
few private businesses, in an inexcusable abandonment of their very own responsibility to
preserve this nation’s natural world for our common future.
It appears that it is now up to us individual Australians to make sure not everything is lost.
This abandonment hurts as we feel that this burden should be shared with governments on
state and federal level!
Unfortunately the lack of action in creating more permanent refuges for our flora and fauna
does not stop there:
On October 29th 2019 we received a letter from the Department of Jobs, Precincts and Regions,
advising that they have awarded a minerals exploration license including much of our land,
forming a 756km2 large exploration area (Block 10). This is part of 11 exploration blocks which
run from the north of Horsham down along the Eastern and Western sides of the Grampians,
reaching almost Warrnambool (Fig. 7)

(Fig. 7)
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What is troubling is that there appears to be no concern to creating a sufficiently wide buffer
zone between the minerals exploration lease area and the Grampians National Park. In some
instances, including on our block, there appears that there are only a few dozen meters
between exploration lease and park.
It is needless to say that the Grampians with their surrounding landscapes are one of Victoria’s
most iconic natural features, a safe haven for flora and fauna – including endemic species – and
a prime destination for visitors from within Victoria and from abroad, which contributes much
to the region’s economic income.
Over the last years the total area of the Grampians has been burnt during bushfires. As the
climate heats up these fires will inevitably reoccur and threaten the very survival of the
National Park with its wealth of animals and plants.

Further concerning is the release of a recent scathing Victorian Auditor General's report from
5th August 2020, which found that Victoria's mining regulator is absolutely failing to keep our
community and environment safe from mining.
Reference:
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-08/20200805-Rehabilitating-Minesreport 0.pdf
While this report analyses the system of failed Mine Rehabilitation, the Victorian Auditor
General also notes a fact that is already a problem now in the current exploration and possible
later extraction phases:
“Further, while some changes to address conflicts of interest were made following Parliament’s
Independent Inquiry into the EPA in 2016, ERR—the primary mining regulator—still resides
within DJPR, which seeks to foster and develop the mining industry.”
Earth Resources Victoria states as part of their purpose as:
“Regulating the resources industry to effectively manage risks to the environment and community.”

From the study of published web content and particularly from our own first-hand experience it
is not apparent to us that Earth Resources Victoria have an honest agenda in regulating the
mining industry with the interest of the community or the environment at heart. In fact it is our
understanding that Earth Resources Victoria particularly represents mining interest and that
“Community Consultation” really is more an alibi than a mission. The lack of a requirement to
actually listen to and act upon the community’s response by simply hiding behind the fact that
the community was “consulted” does not represent a social license to mine!
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The Proposal
1) To ensure future independent assessment and compliance we call on the Parliament of
Victoria to remove the control function from within the Department of Jobs, Precincts
and Regions and instead ensure that the Mining Regulator is indeed independent.
2) We propose that Landholders and Traditional Owners are given the right to object to
mining in any form on their lands.
3) We propose the creation of an appropriately sized buffer zone around the Grampians
National Park that excludes any form of mineral and petroleum/gas extraction,
consisting of private conservation areas and extensive farming / grazing land that would
assist in maintaining an extension of habitat for animals from the park and help to
mitigate the threat of further biodiversity loss.
4) Similar conservation buffer zones should be created around all of Victoria’s National
Parks, State- and Regional Parks and State Forests to protect our natural world from
minerals extraction and logging.
5) All private conservation areas that are registered with LAND FOR WILDLIFE or TRUST
FOR NATURE should have similar protections from mining and other resources
extraction applied as are applicable to National Parks.
6) The Parliament of Victoria, in collaboration with the Federal Government where
applicable, should also legislate to drastically increase the total area of National Parks
within Victoria (like the creation of the GREAT FOREST NATIONAL PARK in Eastern
Victoria). This would not only preserve valuable habitat for endangered and uniquely
Australian species, but also create long term jobs and income in tourism for regional
areas.
7) Similarly, we call on the Parliament of Victoria to significantly increase the protected
area of Marine Parks along our coast and in particular to prevent industrialized
destruction like AGL’s proposed gas import terminal at Crib Point, Western Port.
Thank you once again for the opportunity to contribute to this important inquiry,
Sincerely,
Mick Fischer-Brunkow
Elizabeth Lee
Violet Fischer-Brunkow
Evie Fischer-Brunkow
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